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FEISS-MONTE CARLO SHOWROOM: #TM-4010

28TH ANNUAL ARTS AWARD NOMINEE FEISS UNVEILS NEW PRODUCTS FOR 2017
Timeworn Chic and Warm-Gilded Finishes Stand Out in Collection
Skokie, Ill., January 16, 2017—Feiss, which delivers a broad assortment of refinely crafted, fashion-forward lighting from
traditional to transitional designs, will unveil its new product lines for 2017 at the Lightovation tradeshow, running from
January 18-22, at the Dallas Market Center’s Trade Mart, 2100 Stemmons Freeway, showroom TM-4010.
Feiss is also nominated for an ARTS Award in the “Lighting Fixtures” category; the winner will be announced during the
annual ARTS Award gala on Friday, January 20.
According to Chief Design Officer Sean Lavin of Feiss parent company Generation Brands, “Feiss is a sophisticated
fashion brand, and our customers love our use of artisan design details, timeless silhouettes and natural woods and
stones. Warm finishes are trending in lighting this year, and for us, this is reflected in our warm, gilded colors such as
copper, brass and bronze.”
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FEISS PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Dominated by eye-catching candle tube embellishments in
varying sizes, the Norridge chandelier collection from Feiss
has heavily weathered and time-worn finishes which give
an organic, yet eclectic vibe. A new Distressed Fenceboard
finish on the circular structure, a new Distressed White
finish on the turned candle tubes, and a Weathered Iron
chain all add richly textured flair to this timeworn chic
collection. Shown is the two-tier, 24-light chandelier,
which is 34.5” high and 30” in diameter. There’s also a
single-tier, 15-light chandelier.

-more-
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FEISS PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The two-tier, 24-light Norridge chandelier from Feiss is in
this dining room.

The clear, faceted votive glass shades of the Rubin
Collection by Feiss add elegance and sparkle to classic
silhouettes. Paired with a bright Polished Nickel finish, it
delivers a contemporary twist. Shown here is the 10-light
island chandelier, and its dimensions are 6.75” high,
10.25” wide and 49” long. Also included in the Rubin
collection are a nine-light, six-light or four-light wagon
wheel chandelier; a seven-light or three-light cluster of
pendants; and a single-light mini-pendant.
The Rubin 10-light linear chandelier by Feiss is shown in
this dining room.

The Nori six-light chandelier by Feiss features vintage
elements such as beautifully cascading Driftwood Grey
Wood beads and the rustic flair of the Dark Weathered
Zinc finish. A large Driftwood Grey Wood bead suspends
from the center of the frame, adding a touch of elegance.
Exposed candelabra lamping completes the antique feel.
Its dimensions are 34.5” high and 32.5” in diameter.

-more-
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FEISS PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The Nori six-light chandelier by Feiss is shown here in this
bedroom

The Loras Collection from Feiss is a contemporary take on
historic industrial designs. The chandeliers feature multiple
corded pendants beautifully suspended from a Dark
Weathered Iron-finished frame. Clear Seeded glass shades
add more rustic charm to this vintage-inspired silhouette.
Shown is the five-light chandelier, which is 34.75” high and
27” in diameter. The collection also includes a six- and threelight chandelier, a mini-pendant and wall sconce. The minipendant and sconce are also available in a Chrome finish.

The Lennex Collection by Feiss is a throwback to the
Industrial Revolution, with features such as open metal
cages, exposed lamping and gooseneck detailing that
resemble true vintage warehouse fixtures. The real gas
piping secures the pitted, rugged sand-casted shades, which
are produced in the brand’s new Slate Grey Metal finish.
Shown here is the three-light island chandelier, which is 12”
high, 12” wide and 48” long. Others in the collection are a
two-light chandelier, a three-light chandelier, a six-light
island chandelier and a mini-pendant.
Shown here in this kitchen is the Lennex three-light island
chandelier by Feiss.

Image Alt Text:
Feiss Lennex 3-light island chandelier in kitchen
Loras 6-light linear chandelier in bedroom

-more-
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FEISS PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Inspired by classic lanterns, the clean, geometric silhouette
of the transitional Finnegan chandelier collection by Feiss
features exquisite metal work and marries two new,
contrasting finishes. The square tubing of the open frame in
a New World Bronze finish is in dramatic contrast to the new
Burnished Brass finish of the socket cups, which brighten
and bring life to this mixed-material collection. Shown is the
four-light chandelier, which is 13.5” high, 23.5” wide and
25.5” long. Others in the collection include a seven- and fivelight chandelier, a taller four-light chandelier, a wall sconce
and a mini-pendant.
Two Finnegan four-light chandeliers by Feiss are shown over
this kitchen island.

The Annie Collection by Feiss is simple and chic, and has
warm Provincial charm. The rustic aesthetic of Feiss’ new
Plaster White finish perfectly enhances the texture and
beauty with this humble design. A Plaster White metal bead
drops from the center of each fixture, adding a fanciful
touch. Shown left is the six-light Annie chandelier that’s 30”
high and 32.5” in diameter. There’s also a nine-light
chandelier and a sconce.

The Feiss Annie Collection’s three-light wall sconce is 24”
high, 10” wide and extends 5”.

-more-
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FEISS PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
From Feiss, shown are the Annie Collection’s three-light
sconce and six-light chandelier is this dining room.

The Nico Collection by Feiss offers caged pendants with
dramatic geometric profiles. Clean lines seamlessly
transition into curves, which all meet at a perfect point by
using hand-welding techniques achieved only through
superb craftsmanship and skill. Three brilliantly polished
finishes are available, including Feiss’ new Copper
(shown) or Burnished Brass—or classic Chrome. Pictured
is the Nico pendant at 23.75” high and 14” in diameter;
the larger one is 32” high and 19” in diameter.

Wrapped with a metal band that resembles a wedding
ring, the Gillis ceiling light collection from Feiss elevates
the look of any ceiling with a beautiful, multi-faceted
White Opal Etched glass diffuser. Available in Satin Nickel
(shown) or Chrome. Its dimensions are 4.75” high and 15”
in diameter. Damp-rated.

The Gillis ceiling light by Feiss is shown here in this
bathroom.

-more-
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FEISS PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The geometric lines of the transitional Marlena wall
sconce by Feiss takes inspiration from an oversized door
knocker. A solid, mounted oval loop elegantly frames the
cylindrical, Clear glass shade and highlights the lamp as a
central element in the overall design. Marlena is more
refined in Satin Nickel or Chrome, and Feiss’ new Antique
Bronze finish (shown) gives a warm look and feel. Marlena
is 13” high, 5.5” wide and extends 4.5”.

The Marlena sconce by Feiss is shown here in this living
room.

The clean and contemporary Erin Collection by Feiss is
elevated to a glamorous style with its modern take on a
beautiful, crystal wall sconce. This dramatic design
features a double pane of clear faceted, pressed crystal
suspended in front of a linear LED light source which is
mounted to a sleek backplate. Available in Feiss’ lustrous
Polished Stainless Steel finish. The Erin wall sconce is
available in a 9” high, 6” wide and 2.75” extension version
(shown) or a taller, 19” high, 6” wide and 2.75” extension
version. Both are damp-rated and ADA compliant.

About Feiss-Monte Carlo
For more than 50 years, Feiss has offered a full line of high-quality interior and exterior residential lighting in addition to ceiling fans through its
Monte Carlo brand. Feiss delivers refined, fashion-forward lighting at accessible price points and is known in the industry for its reliable products
and exceptional customer care. With pride in its past and a commitment to the future, employees from coast to coast and across the globe all
work together to continually deliver the very best in lighting and service. For product information or to find a nearby dealer, visit www.feiss.com
and/or www.montecarlofans.com. For decorating ideas, go to www.facebook.com/FeissMonteCarlo or www.pinterest.com/feissmontecarlo.
About Generation Brands
As parent company to Feiss-Monte Carlo, Generation Brands is one of America’s leading companies serving lighting retailers plus the electrical
wholesale, home improvement and building industries. The company has an outstanding portfolio of residential and commercial lighting fixtures
and ceiling fans which provide value to its customers and end-users with superior service, leading edge design and outstanding quality.
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